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Road Wired | 4G Hardwired GPS Tracker with Nearly-UniversaI Coverage
30 DAYS FREE SUBSCRIPTION In Stock

Total: $59.95
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Free Ground Shipping

On all orders

30 Day Warranty
And no hassle returns

Fantastic Support
From people who care

Ideal for tracking vehicles, equipment, or assets.

Easy 2-wire installation. Simply connect black and red wires and the tracker will start reporting.

Uses T-Mobile + AT&T networks so it will work almost everywhere.

Real-time tracking with updates every 400 meters.

Easy to use tracking from any iOS or Android phone or web browser.

Trackable throughout the US and internationally where there is 4G LTE-M or 2G cellular coverage.

A RELIABLE 4G HARDWIRED TRACKER

The Road Wired can be used to track vehicles and equipment with accuracy. It is a reliable, cost-effective solution

for tracking vehicles and assets. Easily track employees, cars or assets with our cloud-based apps. The Road Wired

can be tracked from a web browser or any iOS or Android device. Get real-time alerts when the tracker leaves a

geographic area (a geofence).



SERVICE

GPS TRACKING
GPS tracking service gets your tracker connected to the network and gives you powerful tracking tools in an easy-

to-use app.

Getting started with tracking service is easy. Track from your computer or on any iOS or Android device. Instantly

locate vehicles, equipment, assets, and people.

Flexible GPS tracking service plans give you security and peace of mind at a low cost. Choose the right service

option for you and start tracking the things that matter the most.

Monthly
Billed each month

$^^ . ^U/month

30-day money back guarantee. 100% satisfaction or your money back.

Billed in advance

12 Months Prepaid
Billed in advance at checkout, $204.95 for 12 months. Save 30% over monthly billing!

^ 30 second location updates (for applicable devices)

Track on any iOS, Android device or web browser

^ Instant location alerts.

Get instant location via SMS or app notification

•/ Start tracking immediately.

It works right out of the box

17.08$ I ^.UO/month
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Tracking service as low as $14.95/mo

Choose monthly service and cancel anytime, or save a bundle when you purchase service in advance.

Tracking service includes Live Audio

For supported devices only. Additional audio hours can be purchased through the website

30-day money back guarantee

We're sure you're going to love our service and there's a 30-day money back guarantee!



Road Wire' GPS Tracker Getting Started Guide

BEFORE YOU INSTALL

Consider the optimal location to wire the
tracker into your vehicle or equipment. You

must have access to a power source. Typical

vehicle placement is underneath the
dashboard, under a seat, or in the glove

box. Avoid under the hood or in the trunk.

CONNECT YOUR TRACKER

Wire the PWR interface by connecting the
black wire to ground, and the red wire to
power. For ignition detection (optional),
wire the orange wire to the RUN position
of the vehicle's ignition switch. The TTL,
EXT, and SOS interfaces are not
supported/needed for general use.

GROUND

IGNITION

DOWNLOAD THE TRACKING APP

Download the mobile app from the App
Store or Play Store by searching for
'logistimatics'.

ft> Google Play

^
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LOGIN & ACTIVATE

Log into the app with your email address and the
password you set up when you purchased your
tracker. Next, you will find your tracker in the

menu, choose a subscription plan, and activate.

Add Users

To create additional users for your account, you must do so in the web

version of the tracking app: gps.logistimatics.com

In the web app, navigate to Account > Manage Users.

Setting Up Alerts

To be notified if your tracker enters or exits an area, first create a

geofence. In the mobile app, click Geofences > New Geofence. Give

your new geofence a name, address and size.

Save Reports

Reports allow you to preserve tracking history in your app. Log
into the app and select Reports from the menu. Select a tracker
and date range to create a report.

Troubleshooting

If the tracker does not report location after installation, confirm
that the power wire from your vehicle/equipment has power

by using a voltmeter.

Additional Information

1 Reporting
Frequency

The Road Wired
GPS tracker will
report it's location

every 400 meters
when moving by
default. There is
also an option in
the commands
section of the app
to have the tracker

report every 30
seconds when
moving.

Engine
Runtime

OPTIONAL

To receive data
based on igntion
and engine
runtime, connect

the ORANGE wire
to the RUN
position of the
vehicle's ignition

switch. Avoid
wiring the red and

orange wires

together for
proper functional-
ity of this feature.

4G
Connectivity

The Road Wired
GPS tracker
works on 4G
cellular networks.
Once the device
is wired in, it will
report location in
most parts of the
US. The tracker
will lose signal if
surrounded

completely by
metal, or inside
of a parking
garage.

Historic
Locations

You can view the
Road Wired's

historic locations
within the trackinc
app. In the mobile

app, select the
CLOCK icon on
your tracker's

map. For easier

viewing, use the
web app found a\

Logistimafics.com
to look back at
historic tracking.

Questions? We're here to help! | logistimatics.com/support We track ever^thin<



^ Road Wired Installation Guide
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(NOT USED)

PWR interface wires

Locate the wiring harness and prepare the red wire for

installation by cutting/stripping away the outer coating

of the wire around 1 -inch from the end of side B.

g Optional: Repeat step 1 with the orange wire on side B

of the wiring harness if you plan to utilize ignition

on/off alerts and engine runtime data. Wiring the orange

wire is not necessary for general tracking use.

Locate the red power wire coming from your

equipment/vehicle that is designated for constant

power. Prepare the wire by cutting and stripping 1-inch

off from the end of the wire. If you are also wiring the

optional orange wire, locate the equipment/vehicle's

ignition RUN wire and strip the end of the wire the

same way as the red constant power wire before.

Connect the prepared red (and optional orange) wires

on the power harness to the prepared power and

ignition RUN wires of your equipment/vehicle

respectively. Wrap the wire connections with

electrical tape to cover and secure. Attach the black

wire of the wiring harness to a metal ground using the

metal clamp end.

Connect the Road Wired tracker to the wire harness

by connecting the attached black connectors on each

end of the wire sets. Use the top connector on the

Road Wired labeled PWR. (TTL, EXT. and SOS are not

used).

Questions? We're here to help! logistimatics.com/support Logistimatics


